The Stories, Essays, and
Reports Your Children
Create as They Grow Will
Become The Archives of Their
Childhood.
New Writing
Curriculum
from Apologia
& Debra Bell!

Today’s young writers are tomorrow’s leaders. Yet we live in
a world dominated by abbreviations and emoticons and in a
culture where recycling the thoughts of others substitutes for
compelling communication. We must help our children capture,
polish, and share their unique, God-given voices for His glory.
Writers in Residence provides a biblically-based framework
for kids to think about language and communicate effectively
in writing. This powerful learning tool will help students:
• Discover their unique voice and the rewards of self-expression
• Capture their experiences and ideas with vivid, compelling prose
• Build their grammar skills and make dynamic word choices
• Take the dread out of writing and find the joy in it
Scan the code to receive a free
sample chapter and free e-book from
Debra Bell.

apologia.com

888.524.4724

™

Frequently Asked Questions Guide

Who is the author of Writers in Residence™?
Writers in Residence™ is written by best-selling author Debra Bell. Debra is certified in English education and has taught writing composition and literature to students of all ages for thirty years and AP
English to high schoolers for a decade. Many of her former students are now published writers! She
is the author of the Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling, The Ultimate Guide to Homeschooling Teens, and the
Ultimate Homeschooling Planning system, which includes planners for moms, teens, and younger
students.
What comes with the curriculum?
Writers in Residence™ includes the All-in-One Student Text and Workbook and the 144-page Answer
Key with answers, tools for evaluating your child’s writing, and more. The All-in-One Student Text
and Workbook is a spiral bound, consumable resource. The conversational style, engaging visual layout, and step-by-step instruction makes it easy to use for both moms and kids!
What makes Writers in Residence™ unique?
Writers in Residence™ takes the mystery out of writing. Everything needed to complete the course is
included in the All-In-One Student Text and Workbook and the Answer Key. The curriculum casts a
vision for God’s eternal purposes bestowed upon our children through His gift of language and His
gift of creativity. Inside the All-in-One Student Text and Workbook you will find:
 Text written to the student in an engaging style
 Lesson plans for four days a week for thirty-two weeks
 Many helpful, colorful charts and infographics that keep students engaged
 A rubric for every writing assignment that takes the guesswork out of evaluating your child’s
writing
 Compelling interviews with favorite Christian authors
What grades does Writers In Residence™, Volume 1 cover?
This volume is for grades four and up.
Can I use Writers in Residence™ with multiple grades in my home school?
You can use Writers in Residence™ with several different children at multiple grade levels at the same
time. Be sure to adjust your expectations for each child accordingly. You can start the program when
your student is able to read chapter books independently.
Will there be other volumes in the Writers in Residence™ series?
Yes, there will be a total of four volumes.
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How much prep time is required for the teacher?
Writers in Residence™ requires very little prep time for the teacher. There is a detailed, day-by-day lesson plan provided in the introduction of the All-in-One Student Text and Workbook, as well as helpful ideas for how to make it work for your family. The introduction also includes Debra’s philosophy
of writing, the six traits of good writing, and much, much more.
Can Writers in Residence™ be used in a co-op setting?
Writers in Residence™ was designed to work seamlessly with co-ops and writing groups. The suggested daily schedule lists assignments for four days per week. The fifth day of the week can then be used
for a co-op day or writing group. There students can share their drafts and final versions with others,
and adult leaders can provide further instruction and feedback based upon the various rubrics and
checklists provide in the curriculum.
Where can I view the entire first chapter of Writers in Residence, Volume 1?
Simply click here or the “Get My Free Sample” button above to download the first unit and a bonus
e-book by Debra Bell.
Where can I purchase Writers in Residence™, Volume 1?
When it is available, you can purchase it at Apologia.com.

Download your free chapter and The Joy of Homeschooling BONUS e-book, and we’ll automatically
notify you when Writers in Residence™ is available. Be one of the first to know!

